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P-wave coupled channel effects arising from the DD¯, DD¯ þ c:c:, and DD¯ thresholds in eþe−
annihilations are systematically studied. We provide an exploratory study by solving the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation with short-ranged contact potentials obtained in the heavy quark limit. These contact
potentials can be extracted from the P-wave interactions in the eþe− annihilations, and then be employed to
investigate possible isosinglet P-wave hadronic molecules. In particular, such an investigation may provide
information about exotic candidates with quantum numbers JPC ¼ 1−þ. In the mass region of the DD¯,
DD¯ þ c:c:, and DD¯ thresholds, there are two quark model bare states, i.e. the ψð3770Þ and ψð4040Þ,
which are assigned as ð13D1Þ and ð31S1Þ states, respectively. By an overall fit of the cross sections of
eþe− → DD¯,DD¯ þ c:c:,DD¯, we determine the physical coupling constants to each channel and extract
the pole positions of the ψð3770Þ and ψð4040Þ. The deviation of the ratios from that in the heavy quark spin
symmetry (HQSS) limit reflects the HQSS breaking effect due to the mass splitting between the D and the
D. Besides the two poles, we also find a pole a few MeV above the DD¯ þ c:c: threshold which can be
related to the so-called Gð3900Þ observed earlier by BABAR and Belle. This scenario can be further
scrutinized by measuring the angular distribution in the DD¯ channel with high luminosity experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the observation of the Xð3872Þ in 2003, numerous
exotic candidates which do not fit into the conventional
quark model spectrum have been observed in experiments.
Most of these exotic candidates appear near some open-
flavor thresholds which calls for a systematical study of the
threshold or coupled channel effects in the relevant chan-
nels. For the S-wave interaction, the most famous one is
DD¯1 interaction in the isospin singlet channel which is
crucial for understanding the nature of the Xð3872Þ [1–9].
The corresponding coupled channel effects in the isovector
channel have also been studied to probe the structure of the
Zcð3900Þ and the Zcð4040=4025Þ [10–18] as well as their
heavy flavor partners in the bottom sector, i.e. Zbð10610Þ
and Zbð10650Þ [19–23], which are close to the BB¯ and
BB¯ thresholds, respectively. Since the S-wave interaction
among hadrons can form a bound state more easily than
other partial waves, the nearby S-wave threshold and the
S-wave interaction which might form a hadronic molecule
have attracted a lot of attention. Although an interaction in
higher partial waves cannot easily form a bound state, it
could also have moderate effects on certain observables
within the relevant energy region, especially the next
alternative option of a P-wave. Besides the potential
S-wave hadronic molecules mentioned above, there are
also some vector exotic candidates which appear in eþe−
annihilation, such as Gð3900Þ [24,25], Yð4008Þ [26],
Yð4260Þ [27], Yð4360Þ [28], Yð4630Þ [29], Yð4660Þ
[30,31] and so on.
With the availability of high-luminosity data from Belle
and BESIII for eþe− annihilation, it is timely to study the
P-wave interactions between a pair of S-wave heavy-light
mesons, such as DD¯, DD¯, and DD¯, as well as the
S-wave interactions between one S-wave heavy-light meson
and one P-wave heavy-light meson, such as D1D¯þ c:c:,
D1D¯ þ c:c:, and D2D¯ þ c:c: pairs. This will help us
understand both the conventional heavy quarkonium and
the vector exotic candidates. Since in the heavy quark limit
the interaction between the two spin multiplets share the
same low-energy parameters, the study will also shed light
on the existence of other possible exotic candidates but with
different quantum numbers. However, up to now, most of
the studies on the P-wave or S-wave threshold effect in eþe−
colliders are mainly based on the one-loop calculation
[32–37] within some power counting schemes [38] or the
effective Lagrangian approach. There are also some studies
[39–42] which focus on the one-channel case. As a result,
a systematic study of the P-wave as well as the S-wave
interaction in eþe− annihilation is called for.
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1Here and in what follows, DD¯ means DD¯ þ c:c: which
includes its charged conjugate partner to form a C-parity
eigenstate.
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In this paper, we study the P-waveDD¯, DD¯, and DD¯
(Fig. 1) coupled channel effects in eþe− annihilation within
the energy region [3.70, 4.25] GeV. Since the probability
for the creation of a pair of strange quarks is much smaller
than that of an up and/or down quark pair, we neglect the
strange charmed thresholds.2 The next open flavor channel
should be included, such asD1D¯ (about 4.29 GeV), as long
as the energy exceeds the production threshold. This is the
reason why we only consider the energy below 4.25 GeV.
As we are performing an exploratory study, we include the
short-ranged contact potential in the heavy quark limit in
addition to the conventional charmonia without including
the one-pion exchanged potential.3 In Sec. II, we present
the decomposition of P-wave heavy-light meson pair in the
heavy quark limit and the corresponding Lippmann-
Schwinger equation. Section III contains the results and
discussion. We end with a summary in Sec. IV.
II. FORMALISM
In this section, we present the decomposition formula of
the P-wave DD¯, DD¯, and DD¯ with quantum number
JPC ¼ 1−− in terms of the heavy and light degrees of
freedom which are conserved, respectively, in the heavy
quark limit. Accordingly, the short-ranged contact poten-
tials can be obtained from this decomposition. In what
follows, the Lippmann-Schwinger equation in the calcu-
lation is presented explicitly.
A. Decomposition of P-wave DD¯, DD¯, and DD¯ pairs
The decomposition of a pair of charmed mesons with a
relative orbital angular momentum l reads4
jlð½sl1sQ1 j1 ½sl2sQ2 j2ÞsiJ
¼
X
sl;sQ;sq
ð−1ÞlþsqþsQþJsˆq sˆQ jˆ1 jˆ2 sˆ sˆl
8<
:
sl1 sQ1 j1
sl2 sQ2 j2
sq sQ s
9=
;
×

l sq sl
sQ J s

jðl½sl1sl2 sqÞsl ½sQ1sQ2 sQiJ; ð1Þ
where jlð½sl1sQ1 j1 ½sl2sQ2 j2ÞsiJ is the hadronic basis with
sQi and sli the heavy quark spin and the spin plus relative
orbital angular momentum of the light degrees of freedom
in the ith hadron, respectively, ji is the spin of the ith
hadron and s is the sum of them. Further, l and J are the
relative orbital angular momentum and total angular
momentum of the two-hadron system, respectively. The
hadronic basis can be reexpressed as Eq. (1) in terms
of the heavy and light degrees of freedom basis
jðl½sl1sl2 sqÞsl ½sQ1sQ2 sQiJ, with sQ the total spin of the
heavy quark pair, sq is the total spin of the light degrees of
freedom, and sl their total spin plus relative orbital angular
momenum, sl ¼ sq þ l. Since sQ and sl are conserved,
respectively, in the heavy quark spin symmetry (HQSS)
limit, jðl½sl1sl2 sqÞsl ½sQ1sQ2 sQiJ can be simplified as
jsQ ⊗ sliJ. Using Eq. (1), one can obtain the decomposi-
tions of the P-wave charmed meson pair with JPC ¼ 1−−
as [44]
jDD¯i1−− ¼
1
2
j0 ⊗ 1i þ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p j1 ⊗ 0i − 1
2
j1 ⊗ 1i
þ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
3
r
j1 ⊗ 2i; ð2Þ
jDD¯ þ c:c:i1−− ¼ −
1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p j1 ⊗ 0i þ 1
2
j1 ⊗ 1i
þ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
3
r
j1 ⊗ 2i; ð3Þ
jDD¯is¼01−− ¼
1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
j0 ⊗ 1i − 1
6
j1 ⊗ 0i þ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p j1 ⊗ 1i
−
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
p
6
j1 ⊗ 2i; ð4Þ
jDD¯is¼21−− ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
p
3
j1⊗ 0i þ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
3
r
j1⊗ 1i þ 1
6
j1⊗ 2i: ð5Þ
These wave functions are normalized to one and orthogonal
to each other. The coefficients can be written as a compact
matrix
FIG. 1. Feynman diagram for eþe− to a pair of charmed
mesons.
2A further argument in favor of this assumption is the fact that
the cross section of eþe− → DðÞs D¯
ðÞ
s [43] is about one order
of magnitude smaller than those of eþe−→DD¯,DD¯, andDD¯.
3The discussion of the one-pion exchange potential and the
relevant three-body channels, such as DD¯π, DD¯π will be
included in the forthcoming work as well as the next S-wave
thresholds, i.e. D1D¯þ c:c:, D1D¯ þ c:c:, and D2D¯ þ c:c:
4Here jˆ ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2jþ 1p .
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As a by-product, pairs with a possible exotic quantum
number can also be obtained:
jDD¯ þ c:c:i1−þ ¼ −
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p j0 ⊗ 1i þ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p j1 ⊗ 1i; ð7Þ
jDD¯is¼1
1−þ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p j0 ⊗ 1i þ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p j1 ⊗ 1i: ð8Þ
In the heavy quark limit, the S-wave and D-wave
charmonia couple to a pair of charmed mesons through
the j1 ⊗ 0i and j1 ⊗ 2i components, respectively.
Therefore, their decay widths are proportional to the
corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coefficient squared.5 The
relative branching ratios are listed in Table I.6 This relation
can also be obtained by constructing the effective inter-
action based on HQSS as shown in Appendix A.
In the heavy quark limit, we can define the direct contact
potentials
C1 ≡ V01 ¼ h0 ⊗ 1jHˆj0 ⊗ 1i;
C2 ≡ V10 ¼ h1 ⊗ 0jHˆj1 ⊗ 0i; ð9Þ
C3 ≡ V11 ¼ h1 ⊗ 1jHˆj1 ⊗ 1i;
C4 ≡ V12 ¼ h1 ⊗ 2jHˆj1 ⊗ 2i; ð10Þ
which are considered as constant within the small energy
region we consider. Besides the four open charm channels,
i.e. the DD¯, DD¯ þ c:c:, DD¯s¼0, and DD¯s¼2 channels,
there are also four expected conventional charmonia within
this region, i.e. ψð2SÞ, ψð1DÞ, ψð3SÞ, ψð2DÞ. In the
following, we use the latin letters i; j;… ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 to
denote the open charm channels and the greek letters
α; β… ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 to denote the bare pole terms. As a
result, the corresponding potential among these eight
channels is
V ¼

vij viβ
vαj 0

ð11Þ
with
vij ¼ g1−−ik g1
−−
jk Ck; viβ ¼ g1
−−
il μlβ; vαj ¼ g1
−−
jk μkα:
Here, μβl ¼ μlβ ≠ 0 only when β ¼ 1, 3, and l ¼ 2 or
β ¼ 2, 4 and l ¼ 4. For further use, we rename the coupling
constants
μ21 ≡ g2S; μ23 ≡ g3S; μ42 ≡ g1D; μ44 ≡ g2D;
ð12Þ
so that their physical meanings are manifest, i.e. these are
the couplings between the bare charmonia and the open
charmed channels.
B. The Lippmann-Schwinger equation
Due to the zero component in Eq. (11), the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation (LSE), T ¼ V − VGT, can be split into
two subgroups
Tij ¼ Vij − VikGkTkj − ViαSαTαj; ð13Þ
Tαi ¼ Vαi − VαjGjTji; ð14Þ
and
Tiα ¼ Viα − VijGjTjα − ViβSβTβα; ð15Þ
Tαβ ¼ −VαiGiTiβ; ð16Þ
with Gi the two-body propagator and Sα ¼ ðm2α − sÞ−1 the
bare pole propagator. Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (13),
one can obtain
Tij ¼ Vˆij − VˆikGkTkj ð17Þ
with the effective potential Vˆij ¼ Vij − ViαSαVαj. With the
above equation for Tij and Eq. (14), one can also calculate
the transition matrix Tαi between the charmonia and the
charmed meson pair. Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (15),
one can also extract the transition matrix from bare
charmonia to the open charmed channels
TABLE I. The relative partial widths of a S-wave and aD-wave
charmonium to a pair of charmed mesons. The subscripts are the
total spin of the two charmed meson system.
Charmonium jDD¯i0 jDD¯i1 jDD¯i1 jDD¯i0 jDD¯i1 jDD¯i2
S-wave 1
12
1
6
1
6
1
36
0 5
9
D-wave 5
12
5
24
5
24
5
36
0 1
36
5In the energy region where ψðnSÞ dominates, the ratio of the
cross sections eþe− → DD¯, DD¯ þ c:c:, DD¯s¼0, and DD¯s¼2 is
also consistent with the ratio for the S-wave charmonium given in
Table I in the HQSS limit.
6One should notice that the ratios are obtained in the heavy
quark limit which means the masses of D and D are equal to
each other. In this case, the phase space factors of the different
channels are the same and will thus not modify these ratios.
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Tiα ¼ Viα − VˆijGjTjα: ð18Þ
Again, the transition matrix Tαβ among the charmonia can
be extracted from Eq. (16) accordingly. Now the 8 × 8
matrix is reduced to several 4 × 4 matrices.
The bare production amplitude is defined as
F ¼ ðF1;F2; F3; F4; f1; f2; f3; f4ÞT
with f1 ≡ g02S, f2 ≡ g01D, f3 ≡ g03S, f4 ≡ g02D the couplings
between the virtual photon and the corresponding charmo-
nia. Fi ≡ g1−−i2 f0S þ g1−−i4 f0D is the coupling between the
virtual photon and the ith open charmed channel. The
physical production amplitude can be obtained from
U ¼ F − VGU;
with the physical production amplitudes of the open charm
channels and bare poles given by
U i ¼ F i − VijGjUj − ViαSαUα; ð19Þ
Uα ¼ fα − VαjGjUj: ð20Þ
Substituting Eq. (20) to Eq. (19), one can obtain the
physical production amplitudes of the open charm channels
U i ¼ F i − ViαSαfα − VijGjUj þ ViαSαVαjGjUj ð21Þ
¼ Fˆ i − VˆijGjUj ð22Þ
in terms of the effective bare production amplitudes Fˆ i ¼
F i − ViαSαfα and the effective potentials Vˆij. Here the
contribution of the bare charmonium pole is absorbed into
the definition of the effective bare production amplitudes
Fˆ i and the effective potentials Vˆij.
Since we only consider separable contact potentials in
our calculation, the momentum from the two P-wave
vertices can be absorbed into the definition of the two-
body propagator Gi as
GijDD¯ ¼ −4i
Z
d4l
ð2πÞ4
lilj
ðl2 −m21 þ iϵÞððp − lÞ2 −m22 þ iϵÞ
;
ð23Þ
GijDD¯ ¼ −4i
Z
d4l
ð2πÞ4
1
2
εimnεjmklnlk
ðl2 −m21 þ iϵÞððp − lÞ2 −m22 þ iϵÞ
;
ð24Þ
GijDD¯s¼0
¼ −4i
Z
d4l
ð2πÞ4
lilj
ðl2 −m21 þ iϵÞððp− lÞ2 −m22 þ iϵÞ
;
ð25Þ
GijDD¯s¼2
¼−4i
Z
d4l
ð2πÞ4
Pik;mn2 P
jl;pq
2 δ
mpδnqlkll
ðl2−m21þ iϵÞððp− lÞ2 −m22þ iϵÞ
;
ð26Þ
with the s ¼ 0 and s ¼ 2 projectors
Pij0 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p δij;
Pij;mn2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
5
r 
1
2
δimδjn þ 1
2
δinδjm −
1
3
δijδmn

ð27Þ
for the DD¯ channel. In principle, the two additional
momentum factors from two P-wave vertices lμlν can be
reduced as G00gμν þ pμpνG11, with p the external momen-
tum. Since the photon is produced from eþe− annihilation,
it is transversely polarized, −gμν þ pμpνp2 ∼ δij, with i, j
being spatial indexes. As a result, Eqs. (23)–(26) can be
simplified as −4G00ðs;m2i1; m2i2Þ, with mi1 and mi2 the
masses of the ith channels and s the incoming energy
squared, times the corresponding interaction structure. The
definition of G00 can be found in Appendix B.
C. The cross section
As shown in Fig. 1, the scattering amplitude for the
process eþe− → DðÞD¯ðÞ is
M ¼ v¯ðpþÞð−ieγμÞuðp−Þ
iPμνγ ðpÞ
s
T ν ð28Þ
with p− (pþ) the four-momentum of the electron (positron)
and p the sum of them. Pμνγ ðpÞ ¼ −gμν is the numerator of
the photon propagator. As discussed in the above section,
since the photon has a transversal polarization, only the
transverse part PTμνγ ðpÞ ¼ −gμν þ pμpνp2 contributes. Tν is
the production amplitude obtained from the LSE. Then the
amplitude squared is
jMj2 ¼ 4 e
2
s2

pνþpν
0
− þ pν−pν0þ −
1
2
sgνν
0

T νT ν0 ð29Þ
¼ 4 e
2
s2

1
2
sδij − 2piþp
j
þ

T iT j ð30Þ
with s ¼ p2. The production amplitudes for the four open
charmed channels are
T i1 ¼ U1ðpiD¯ − piDÞ; ð31Þ
T i2 ¼ U2ϵijkðpjD¯ − pjD Þεk; ð32Þ
T i3 ¼ U3
1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ðpiD¯ − piDÞεD · ε¯D ; ð33Þ
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T i4 ¼ U4Pij;mn2 εmD εnD¯ ðpjD¯ − pjDÞ: ð34Þ
Then the corresponding amplitudes squared are7
jM1j2 ¼ U21
32πα
s
jpDj2ð1 − cos2 θÞ; ð35Þ
jM2j2 ¼ U22
32πα
s
jpDj2ð1þ cos2 θÞ; ð36Þ
jM3j2 ¼ U23
32πα
s
jpD j2ð1 − cos2 θÞ; ð37Þ
jM4j2 ¼ U24
112πα
5s
jpD j2

1 −
1
7
cos2 θ

; ð38Þ
with the differential cross sections given by
dσi
d cos θ
¼ jpDðÞ j
64πs3=2
jMij2: ð39Þ
One can obtain the total cross section by integrating over
the angle θ and then perform an overall fit to the eþe− →
DD¯ [25], DD¯ and DD¯ [45] cross sections to extract the
parameters of the model.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we present our fit results and extract the
interesting physical quantities which can be confirmed or
excluded by further detailed energy scans at electron-
positron colliders. To obtain the low-energy parameters
(Table II), an overall fit to the eþe− → DD¯, DD¯, and
DD¯ cross sections is carried out and the fit results are
presented in Fig. 2.8 In Table II the parameters Ci of the
short-ranged contact interactions as defined in Eqs. (9) and
(10) are displayed. Since C2 reflects the contribution from
j1 ⊗ 0i, which has the similar effect from the S-wave
charmonia, some of its contribution could be absorbed into
the nearby S-wave charmonia. The case for the parameter C4
is analogous for theD-wave charmonia. The parameters g2S,
g3S, g1D, and g2D are the bare couplings between the
conventional ψð2SÞ, ψð3SÞ, ψð1DÞ, ψð2DÞ and a pair of
open charmed mesons. g02S, g
0
3S, g
0
1D, and g
0
2D are the
couplings between the ψð2SÞ, ψð3SÞ, ψð1DÞ, ψð2DÞ and
a virtual photon. Since g0iS and g
0
iD are the production
strengths of S-wave andD-wave cc¯ through a virtual photon,
one can evaluate their ratio
Ri ≡ g
0
iD
g0iS
∼
ðE − 2mcÞ2
2ðEþmcÞ2
ð40Þ
by plugging the plane wave Dirac spinors into the vector
current c¯γμc with a OðΛQCDmc Þ correction as discussed in
Ref [46]. Here, E is the total energy and mc is the charm
quark mass. The ratio R2 ¼ 1.4% is estimated with the
energy at the average of ψð3686Þ and ψð4160Þ which are
expected to be dominated by the ψð2SÞ and ψð2DÞ
components, respectively. However, their fit values are at
the same order which indicates that there are large correc-
tions from higher order terms. f0S and f
0
D are the S-wave and
D-wave components of the couplings between a virtual
photon and a pair of charmed mesons. In principle, f0D=f
0
S
should be of the same order as Ri defined in Eq. (40).
However it could be largely modified by the final-state
hadronic process [47], i.e. hadronizing to a pair of charmed
mesons, which is not as good a quantity asRi to test higher
order contributions.
A. The poles of ψð3770Þ and ψð4040Þ
As shown in Fig. 2, the signals of the expected
charmonia ψð3770Þ, ψð4040Þ, and ψð4160Þ are very
different in these three channels. The ψð3770Þ appears
to be a pronounced peak which is isolated from other
resonance structures. In comparison, the signals for both
ψð4040Þ and ψð4160Þ are not significant in both DD¯ and
DD¯ channels. They only show some structures in the
DD¯ channel. When the conventional charmonia are close
to some thresholds, their mass positions, line shapes or
other physical quantities can be largely influenced by their
strong interactions with the open channels [48]. In general,
the S-wave interactions will appear to be the most signifi-
cant ones, but sometimes the P-wave will also become
crucial as we will show in this work. To extract the
resonance parameters of these charmonia and obtain a
consistent understanding of the effect from the nearby
thresholds, an overall fit within the coupled channel
framework is necessary.
TABLE II. The fit parameters.
C1ðGeV−2Þ C2ðGeV−2Þ C3ðGeV−2Þ C4ðGeV−2Þ
79.70 1.15 5.79 0.22 43.90 0.50 49.28 1.37
g2SðGeV0Þ g3SðGeV0Þ g1DðGeV0Þ g2DðGeV0Þ
0.90 0.05 15.69 0.04 3.65 0.11 8.66 0.15
g02SðGeV2Þ g03SðGeV2Þ g01DðGeV2Þ g02DðGeV2Þ
0.22 0.15 −0.17 0.01 −0.05 0.03 −0.15 0.01
f0SðGeV0Þ f0DðGeV0Þ að3.9 GeVÞ χ2=d:o:f.
−1.55 0.09 0.53 0.08 0.56 0.01 1.47
7The angular distribution has also been discussed in Ref. [44]
for the bottomonium sector.
8Here and in what follows, due to the status of the experimental
data, theoretical uncertainties are not considered but left for the
forthcoming work after including the one-pion exchange poten-
tial and the relevant three-body channels.
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In the following, we extract the pole positions of the dressed charmonia on the complex energy plane. Since only poles
which are located on the physical sheet or close ones can affect the physical measurement significantly, we only search for
poles on these sheets. Accordingly, we only care about the poles in the following energy regions on each Riemann sheet,
I ImqDD¯ > 0; ImqDD¯ > 0; ImqDD¯ > 0; for E < 2mD;
II ImqDD¯ < 0; ImqDD¯ > 0; ImqDD¯ > 0; for 2mD < E < mD þmD ;
III ImqDD¯ < 0; ImqDD¯ < 0; ImqDD¯ > 0; for mD þmD < E < 2mD ;
IV ImqDD¯ < 0; ImqDD¯ < 0; ImqDD¯ < 0; for E > 2mD :
As shown in Table III,9 the mass position of the ψð3770Þ
on sheet II is 11 MeV lower than the measured mass
3773.15 0.33 MeV, which is obtained by a Breit-Wigner
fit. The fit width 12 MeV is much smaller than the
measured width 27.2 1.0 MeV. The deviation means
that there are other decay modes for the ψð3770Þ as
discussed in Ref. [49]. Another reason is that there is a
difference between the pole width and the Breit-Wigner
width for a broader state. The ratio of the effective
couplings to the four channels is 13.53∶9.48∶5.88∶16.78 ¼
1∶0.70∶0.43∶1.24 which is different from that of both a
pure S-wave charmonium 1
2
ﬃﬃ
3
p ∶ 1ﬃﬃ
3
p ∶1
6
∶
ﬃﬃ
5
p
3
¼ 1∶2∶0.58∶2.58
and a pure D-wave charmonium 1
2
ﬃﬃ
5
3
q
∶ 1
2
ﬃﬃ
5
3
q
∶
ﬃﬃ
5
p
6
∶ 1
6
¼
1∶1∶0.58∶0.26. One might expect that the ratios should
lie within the range limited by the values of the pure S-wave
charmonium and pure D-wave charmonium. However,
for instance, 0.70 is smaller than both 2 (S-wave case)
and 1 (D-wave case). When the masses of D and D are set
equal to each other, the ratios of the couplings lie between
those of the pure S-wave charmonium and the pure D-wave
charmonium as one expects. It indicates that the deviation
is due to the HQSS breaking effects stemming from the
mass splitting between D and D. Since it strongly couples
to DD¯s¼2 channel with the j1 ⊗ 0i as the dominant
component, the most important hidden charm decay channel
is J=ψ plus two S-wave pions.10
We also find a pole 4.032 i0.016 GeV on sheet IV
which corresponds to the ψð4040Þ with the ratio of
the effective couplings 2.90∶2.23∶12.52∶12.85 ¼ 1∶0.77∶
4.32∶4.43. It does not agree with either the ratio given by
the pure S-wave or pure D-wave charmonia which also
indicates large HQSS breaking effects. Since it couples
to DD¯s¼0 and D
D¯s¼2 channels which are dominated by
the j0 ⊗ 1i and j1 ⊗ 0i components with relatively large
strengths, respectively, its favored hidden charm decay
(a)
(b)
(c)
FIG. 2. The cross sections for eþe− → DþD−, DþD−, and
DþD− within the energy region [3.7, 4.25] GeV. The three
vertical lines are the DD¯, DD¯, and DD¯ thresholds, respec-
tively. The experimental data are taken from the Belle Collabo-
ration [25,45].
9One notices that the couplings in the table correspond to the
relativistic fields. The nonrelativistic ones can be obtained by
dividing Πi
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2mi
p
with mi the masses of the heavy fields in the
corresponding vertex.
10PDG gives ðψð3770Þ → J=ψπþπ−Þ ¼ ð1.93 0.28Þ × 10−3
and ðψð3770Þ → J=ψπ0π0Þ ¼ ð8.0 3.0Þ × 10−4 which is larger
than that of the other hidden charm decay channels.
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channels would be ηc plus a light isosinglet vector (such as
ω or three pions) and J=ψ plus two S-wave pions.
The poles corresponding to ψð3686Þ and ψð4160Þ are
not listed in Table III. As the energy of ψð3686Þ is below
the open charm thresholds, it mainly decays into light
mesons and lower charmonia, in which case our method
lacks precision. On the other side, ψð4160Þ is much more
influenced by higher thresholds which we will investigate
in detail in a forthcoming work.
B. The interpretation of the Gð3900Þ
Since the observation of the Gð3900Þ in the initial-state
radiation (ISR) process eþe− → ðγÞDD¯ by BABAR and
Belle [24,25] in 2007 and 2008, various groups have been
paying attention to the P-wave interaction between a pair of
charmed mesons [37,39–42,50]. The P-wave interaction
between D and D is of great interest since it can be
investigated in eþe− collisions. With the fit parameters, we
find a pole at 3.879 i0.032 GeV on sheet III 4 MeV
above the DD¯ threshold, which corresponds to the
Gð3900Þ structure. It is a resonance and can decay into
the two lower channels, i.e.DD¯ andDD¯. Its coupling ratio
to the four channels is 4.40∶10.96∶7.63∶18.15 ¼
1∶2.49∶1.73∶4.13. Although it deviates from the ratios
by the pure S-wave and pure D-wave charmonium, we
cannot conclude that it does not have any cc¯ component
due to the HQSS breaking. Because it strongly couples to
the DD¯ and DD¯s¼2 channels, it will show a significant
threshold effect at the DD¯ and DD¯ thresholds, espe-
cially in the isospin breaking channels [51] due to the mass
difference between the charged meson loops and the neutral
ones. Since the j1 ⊗ 2i and j1 ⊗ 0i components dominate
theDD¯ andDD¯s¼2 channels, respectively, we would also
expect its signal in J=ψ plus twoD-wave pions and S-wave
pions channels. To further pin down the nature of the
Gð3900Þ, higher-statistics data are necessary.
C. The angular distribution in DD¯ channels
As discussed in Sec. II A, the sum of the DD¯ spins
can either be zero or two for the JPC ¼ 1−− channel. This
corresponds to the angular distribution 1 − cos2 θ, Eq. (37),
and 1 − 1
7
cos2 θ [Eq. (38)], respectively. Since these two
bases, i.e. the DD¯s¼0 and D
D¯s¼2 bases, are orthogonal
to each other, the events in the DD¯ channel are the
incoherent sum of these. The different angular distribution
means that it can help to disentangle how large the s ¼ 0
and s ¼ 2 components should be and can also be viewed as
evidence for our scenario.
Since the 1 − 1
7
cos2 θ distribution cannot be distin-
guished from a flat distribution if the integrated luminosity
is not high enough, one can alternatively define an
asymmetry parameter
AðEÞ≡
R
−0.5
−1.0
dσðEÞ
d cos θ d cos θ þ
R
1.0
0.5
dσðEÞ
d cos θ d cos θ
σðEÞ ð41Þ
to disentangle the components. As discussed above, since
the ψð4160Þ will be affected by large effects from the next
threshold, the angular distribution at 4.04 GeV is the best
energy point to disentangle it. Our results indicate that the
ratio between these two components at 4.04 GeV is
dσs¼0=d cos θ
dσs¼2=d cos θ
¼ 0.41ð1 − cos
2θÞ
0.23ð1 − 1
7
cos2θÞ ; ð42Þ
with the total cross sections 1.52 nb for s ¼ 0 and 1.23 nb
for s ¼ 2. With our fit parameters, the asymmetry is
estimated as
Að4.04Þ ¼ 0.39: ð43Þ
For pure s ¼ 0 and pure s ¼ 2, the asymmetries are
As¼0ð4.04Þ ¼ 0.31 and As¼2ð4.04Þ ¼ 0.48, respectively.
It can be confirmed or excluded by a further detailed energy
scan at BESIII with high integrated luminosity.
D. Searching the 1−þ exotic candidate
Besides the 1−− quantum number for the P-wave
interaction, 1−þ quantum number can also be obtained
[52] as shown in Eqs. (7) and (8). Since 1−þ is an exotic
quantum number which cannot be obtained with a conven-
tional cc¯ configuration, there is no bare charmonium pole
contribution in this channel. The only relevant low-energy
parameters are C1 and C3 due to the appearance of the
j0 ⊗ 1i and j1 ⊗ 1i components in the wave functions of
the 1−þ channel. As a result, the corresponding contact
potential is
V1
−þ ¼
 1
2
C1 þ 12C3 − 12C1 þ 12C3
− 1
2
C1 þ 12C3 12C1 þ 12C3

; ð44Þ
TABLE III. Poles on the sheets which are close to the physical
sheet and the modules of the dimensionless couplings.
Sheet Poles (GeV) jgDD¯j jgDD¯ j jgDD¯s¼0 j jgDD¯s¼2 j
II 3.764 i0.006 13.53 9.48 5.88 16.78
III 3.879 i0.035 4.40 10.96 7.63 18.15
IV 4.034 i0.014 2.90 2.23 12.52 12.85
TABLE IV. Poles for the 1−þ channels on the physical sheet
and the close sheets as well as their dimensionless couplings to
each channel.
Sheets Poles (GeV) jgDD¯ j jgDD¯s¼1 j
II 3.915 i0.003 7.91 3.48
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with the values of C1 and C3 given in Table II. Since the
relevant channels are DD¯ and DD¯, we can define the
physical Riemann sheets and the close sheets as
I ImqDD¯ >0; ImqDD¯ >0; forE<mDþmD ;
II ImqDD¯ <0; ImqDD¯ >0; formDþmD <E<2mD ;
III ImqDD¯ <0; ImqDD¯ <0; forE>2mD :
With the central values of C1 and C3, we obtain two poles
which would affect the measurements. One is on the physical
sheet about 500MeVbelow theDD¯ threshold and couples to
theDD¯ andDD¯s¼1 channelswith equal strength. The equal
couplings are a consequence of the two facts of the HQSS.
One is that the two diagonal elements in the potential
[Eq. (44)] are the same and similarly for those two off-
diagonal elements. Another one is that the mass splitting
between D and D is much smaller than the difference
between the polemass and the open-charm thresholds. In this
case, the masses ofD and D are approximately degenerate.
Nomatter onwhich sheets the poles are located, once they are
below the two thresholds (bound states on the physical sheet
or virtual states on an unphysical sheet), they couple with
equal strength to these two channels. However, since the pole
is very deep with about 500 MeV binding energy, it is far
beyond the applicable energy region of the contact term
interaction.One cannot predict reliably any deep polewithout
energy-dependent potentials, such as the one-pion exchange
potential.
We also find a pole 3.915 i0.003 GeV on sheet II with
the effective couplings 7.91 and 3.48 to theDD¯ andDD¯
channels, respectively, as shown in Table IV. It is only
40 MeVabove the DD¯ threshold which is acceptable with
only the short-ranged contact interaction. The j0 ⊗ 1i
component has two possible S-wave decay channels
dictated by the symmetry. The product can be either hc þ
ð3πÞ1−− with the isosinglet JPC ¼ 1−− three pions11 or
ηc þ ð4πÞ1þþ . However, only the ηc þ ð4πÞ1þþ can be
accessed due to the phase space constraint. The j1 ⊗ 1i
component can P-wave decay to both J=ψ þ ð3πÞ1−− and
χcJ þ ð2πÞ0þþ . Among those J=ψ plus three pions channel
is the most favoured one due to its larger phase space.
Therefore, we would expect that the J=ψ þ ð3πÞ1−− and
ηc þ ð4πÞ1þþ channels are the best ones to measure this
potential 1−þ exotic state in the eþe− → γJ=ψ3π and
eþe− → γηc4π processes.
The wave functions of the two 1−þ exotic states, i.e.
Eqs. (7) and (8), are similar to those of the Zbð10610Þ and
Zbð10650Þ, cf. Eq. (3) in Ref. [53]. The similarity means
that the signs of the component j1 × 1i (j0 × 1i) with heavy
quark spin sQ ¼ 1 (sQ ¼ 0) in these two wave functions
are the same (opposite). Consequently, the production
amplitudes of these two 1−þ states in eþe− → γ1−þ →
γJ=ψ3π and eþe− → γ1−þ → γηc4π processes are
Aðeþe− → γ1−þ → γJ=ψ3πÞ ∝ gγ1gJ=ψ1
E − E1 þ iΓ1=2
þ gγ2gJ=ψ2
E − E2 þ iΓ2=2
; ð45Þ
Aðeþe− → γ1−þ → γηc4πÞ ∝
gγ1gηc1
E − E1 þ iΓ1=2
þ gγ2gηc2
E − E2 þ iΓ2=2
; ð46Þ
with gγi the coupling strengths between the ith 1−þ state
and two photons. Ei and Γi are the energy and width
of the ith 1−þ state, respectively. In the HQSS limit,
gJ=ψ2=gJ=ψ1 ¼ gγ2=gγ1 ¼ 1 due to the same sign of the
component j1 × 1i in Eqs. (7) and (8). The case for the
j0 × 1i component is different, i.e. gηc2=gηc1 ¼ −1. One
would expect that there is destructive (constructive) inter-
ference in the J=ψ3π (ηc4π) invariant mass distribution
when the energy lies between the pole positions, which is
similar to that for the two Zb states in theΥπ (hbπ) channel.
However, the two poles in our case are not close enough to
make this interference pattern as significant as that for the
two Zb states [53].
IV. SUMMARY
We have studied the P-wave DD¯, DD¯, and DD¯
coupled channel effects with a the short-ranged separable
contact term interaction in the heavy quark limit by solving
the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. To extract the physical
quantities, we fit the cross sections of eþe− → DD¯, DD¯,
and DD¯ within the energy region ½3.7; 4.25 GeV. Since
there are some conventional charmonia, such as ψð2SÞ,
ψð3SÞ, ψð1DÞ, and ψð2DÞ in this mass region, these bare
pole terms are also included in the calculation in addition to
the contact potential. After having fitted the parameters of
the model, we extract the pole positions of the ψð3770Þ and
ψð4040Þ as well as their couplings to each channel.
The pole positions of both ψð3686Þ and ψð4160Þ are left
for the forthcoming work after including all the relevant
thresholds. It is an efficient and consistent way to extract
the resonance parameters and the couplings of a state
below threshold. Besides the two poles, another pole at
3.879 i0.035 GeV on the unphysical sheet is also found
which may correspond to the so-called Gð3900Þ observed
by BABAR and Belle. However, due to the limitations in
statistics of these data, to further pin down the nature of
Gð3900Þ a detailed scan of the open charmed channels in
the eþe− annihilation process is necessary. We also propose
that the angular distribution, or the asymmetry A if the
luminosity is not high enough, in theDD¯ channel can test
our model.
11Here and in what follows, the quantum number JPC of pions
are explicitly written as subindices.
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Besides the 1−− quantum number, the P-wave DD¯ and
DD¯ interaction can also access the exotic 1−þ quantum
number. Since 1−þ is an exotic quantum number, there
is no bare pole term in this channel. With the relevant
parameters C1 and C3 fitted in the 1−− channels, we find a
pole 3.915 i0.003 GeV, 40 MeV above DD¯ threshold.
It can be measured in the J=ψ þ 3π and ηc þ 4π invariant
mass distributions in eþe− → γJ=ψ3π and eþe− → γηc4π
processes by further experiments with high integrated
luminosity.
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APPENDIX A: THE EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN
OF S-WAVE AND D-WAVE CHARMONIA
COUPLING TO A PAIR OF CHARMED MESONS
Due to the heavy quark spin symmetry, the S-wave
charmed mesons, i.e. D and D, can be collected as a spin
doublet superfield Ha ¼ Viaσi þ Pa which annihilates the
corresponding Qq¯ charmed mesons. Here, V and P denote
vector and pseudoscalar charmed mesons, respectively. Its
charged conjugate partner is H¯a¼σ2CHTaC−1σ2¼−V¯iaσiþ
P¯a with the convention CVC−1 ¼ V¯ and CPC−1 ¼ P¯.
The corresponding creation superfield is
H†a ¼ Vi†a σi þ P†a; H¯†a ¼ −V¯i†a σi þ P¯†a: ðA1Þ
In the heavy quark limit, the S-wave andD-wave charmonia
can also be collected in multiplets J ¼ ψ iσi þ… and
Jij ¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
5
r
ðσiψ jD1 þ σjψ iD1Þ −
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
15
p δij~σ · ~ψD1 þ…:
ðA2Þ
Since we consider the 1−− channel, only the relevant vector
charmonia are presented explicitly. The Lagrangian of the
S-wave andD-wave charmonia coupling to a pair of charmed
mesons reads
L ¼ i gS
2
hJ†Haσi∂
↔i
H¯ai þ i
gD
2
hJij†Haσi∂
↔j
H¯ai þ H:c:
ðA3Þ
with the overall coupling strength gS and gD. Using the above
interaction, one can also get the same branching ratio
fractions as shown in Table I.
APPENDIX B: LOOP FUNCTIONS
In this appendix, we present the relevant one-loop
integrals explicitly. We use the standard tensor reduc-
tion [54] to express the occurring integrals as a linear
sum of scalar one-loop functions. Here we only present
the one-loop function we need in the calculation [55].
The other two-point one-loop functions can be found
in Ref. [55].
We use
R ¼ 2
d − 4
þ γE − lnð4πÞ; ðB1Þ
to denote the ultraviolet divergences with γE the Euler
constant and d the number of space-time dimensions. The
one-point function is defined as
I0ðM2aÞ ¼
μ4−d
i
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd
1
k2 −M2a þ i0þ
¼ − M
2
a
16π2

R − 1þ lnM
2
a
μ2

: ðB2Þ
The second rank tensor loop can be decomposed as
Gμνðp2;M2a;M2bÞ
¼ μ
4−d
i
Z
ddk
ð2πÞd
kμkν
ðk2 −M2a þ i0þÞ½ðkþ pÞ2 −M2b þ i0þ
¼ gμνG00ðp2;M2a;M2bÞ þ pμpνG11ðp2;M2a;M2bÞ; ðB3Þ
where
G00ðp2;M2a;M2bÞ
¼ 1
12p2
ððp2 þ ΔabÞI0ðM2aÞ þ ðp2 − ΔabÞI0ðM2bÞ
þ ½4p2M2a − ðp2 þ ΔabÞ2Gðp2;M2a;M2bÞÞ
−
1
16π2
1
18
ðp2 − 3ΣabÞ;
with Δab ≡M2a −M2b and Σab ≡M2a þM2b. In the heavy
quark symmetry limit, i.e. mD ¼ mD , the I0ðM2Þ part
would be a constant which could be absorbed into the
contact terms Ci. Further, the fundamental loop integral
Gðs;M2a;M2bÞ reads
Gðs;M2a;M2bÞ ¼
1
16π2

aðμÞ− lnM
2
a
μ2
−
s−M2a þM2b
2s
ln
M2b
M2a
ðB4Þ
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−
σab
2s
½lnðs −M2b þM2a þ σabÞ − lnð−sþM2b −M2a þ σabÞ ðB5Þ
þ lnðsþM2b −M2a þ σabÞ − lnð−s −M2b þM2a þ σabÞ

ðB6Þ
with σab ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½s − ðMa þMbÞ2½s − ðMa −MbÞ2
p
and aðμÞ the substraction constant which depends on the scale of
dimensional regularization μ.
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